
                                       
                                        
 

KlarityRisk Wins the “Risk Management” Category at the 

WEALTHBRIEFING AWARDS 2015 GCC REGION 
 

 

 

London, UK - 11 November 2015.  Leading Investment Risk Management software 

provider, KlarityRisk Ltd, was the selected Winner in the ‘Best Risk Management’ 

category, at the WealthBriefing Awards 2015, GCC Region. This award, in the Risk 

Management category, is yet another milestone in the company’s drive to be recognised 

as one of the pre-eminent players in the competitive Market/Investment Risk 

Management space for the Buy-Side sector. 

 

Showcasing ‘best of breed’ providers in the global private banking, wealth management 

and trusted advisor communities, the awards were designed to recognise companies, 

teams and individuals which the prestigious panel of judges deemed to have 

‘demonstrated innovation and excellence during 2015’. 

 

As mentioned by the judging panel, at the awards ceremony: “KlarityRisk, the winner of 

this award offers a succinct and comprehensible methodology that helps wealth 

managers measure the risks they face.  In particular our editor was struck by the way it 

gives clients the ability to boil risks down to a single measurement.   It also deals with 

the risks associated with a plethora of new and evolving rules:  such flexibility is a “must-

have” feature in today’s world.” 

 

Commenting on the firm’s triumph, Makis Ioannou, CEO, KlarityRisk said: "We 

are delighted to have been voted the winner of this prestigious award by so many of the 

industry’s great and good.  It is a great honour to be recognised in these inaugural 

awards, and testament to the hard work that the team have put in over the last 12 

months.  Everyone has really pulled together to ensure we continue to deliver the highest 

level of service to our clients, and move us that bit closer to our goal of being recognised 

as a winner in the Risk Management space”. 

 

ClearView Financial Media’s CEO, and Publisher of WealthBriefing, Stephen 

Harris, was first to extend his congratulations to all the winners.  He said: “The 

firms who triumphed in these awards are all worthy winners, and I would like to extend 

my heartiest congratulations.  These awards were judged solely on the basis of entrants’ 

submissions and their response to a number of specific questions, which had to be 

answered focusing on the client experience, not quantitative performance metrics.  That 

is a unique, and I believe, compelling feature.  These awards recognise the very best 

operators in the private client industry, with ‘independence’, ‘integrity’ and ‘genuine 

insight’ the watchwords of the judging process - such that the awards truly reflect 

excellence in wealth management.  I am optimistic that these annual awards will become 

one of the brightest highlights in the wealth management calendar.” 
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About Klarity Risk 

KlarityRisk is an Investment Risk Management software and services provider, 

exclusively focused on the buy-side sector of the Investment Management Industry, 

serving clients across Europe, via its solution called Paragon. 

Paragon keeps portfolio risk management workflows on track with a comprehensive set 

of tools, methodologies and measurements, aiming to control risk exposures as well as to 

support KYC and Client Risk Profiling via timely and continuous monitoring and reporting 

of investment’s risk. For more information, visit www.klarityrisk.com  

 

About ClearView Financial Media Ltd (“ClearView”) 

ClearView Financial Media was founded by CEO, Stephen Harris in 2004, to provide high 

quality ‘need to know’ information for the discerning private client community.  London-

based, but with a truly global focus, ClearView publishes the WealthBriefing group of 

newswires, along with research reports and newsletters, while also running a pan-global 

thought-leadership events programme. 

With teams based in London, Singapore, Switzerland, US, South Africa and the 

Philippines, the company is one of the fastest-growing media groups serving the financial 

services sector. 
 
 

http://www.klarityrisk.com/

